
 

Championship Meet Information  
For both short course (SCY: 25 yard pools) and long course (LCM: 50 meter pools) 

Minnesota Time Standards 

 Different than the national time standards 

 Used for qualifying for meets in MN only 

 Purpose is to provide goals for swimmers to help them keep improving  their times 

Types of Championship Meets in Minnesota 

MAC (MN Achievement 
Championships) 

 
For swimmers with times that are 
slower than C times AND those with 
C times. Cannot swim NT at this 
meet, must have swum the events 
legally at a previous meet.   

MRC (MN Regional 
Championships) 
 

For swimmers with B, BB or 
A times, cannot be slower or 
faster than these.   

State Meet (Age Group and Senior) 
 

 
For swimmers with champ times or 
faster.  

Frequently Asked Questions 

How do I know what meet my 
swimmer qualifies for? 

 

 Compare your child’s times 
to the time standard sheet 
to determine qualification 

 Log in to our website, select 
the meet you wish for them 
to enter, times listed in 
black are those they qualify 
to swim, those in red do not 
meet the requirements 

What happens if my 
swimmer makes B times 
at MAC? 
 

When B times are achieved 
at MAC than those events 
can be added to MRC 
entries.   

If my swimmer only has 1 qualifying 
time, should we go?   

 
That is up to you and what your family is 
willing to commit to.  As your child gets 
faster, this will be more common.  Keep 
in mind that this is their championship 
meet  and they earned their opportunity 
to swim.    

My swimmer only had 1 event for MRC but earned more at MAC, can I enter them in all their races? 

 
If you did not previously enter your swimmer in MRC, the only events they could swim at MRC would be the  
newly achieved times from MAC.  If they were previously entered in the 1 event, then the additional events can be 
added to their races at MRC.  In short, it is easier to add more or pull a swimmer completely from a meet than to try 
and add races later.   

Other Meet Reminders: 

 Swimmers should wear a Tiger Sharks cap at all meets, a team suit is preferred but not required. 

 Be prepared with ample food and hydration 

 Pack extra towels and deck clothes  

Questions? 

Contact Coach Melissa    coachmelissa.nrts@gmail.com 
 

 Cell: 612-481-0074 
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